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The authorities of Kamla Nehru College of Pharmacy are sensitive towards the 

differently abled students and person. College provides all the possible facilities 

and help to the differently abled students to minimize their difficulties and 

making them comfortable in the college campus 

Following are the various facilities provided by college for differently abled 

students and person 

1. Provision for ramp/lift for easy access to classroom/laboratory/office 

etc. 

The college has a special facility of ramp and rails for differently abled students. 

The main entrance is clearly identifiable and easily accessible and it is 

accommodate with wheelchair steps and ramps with railing and the college also 

provides easily accessible lift. For matching the height of 

classroom/laboratory/office with floor of corridor portable wooden ramps are 

provided so that differently abled students can easily move with wheelchair. 

 
Ramp with rail at entrance 
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Staircase with railing 

 

 
Lift work under progress 
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Ramp and wheelchair to access, office, classroom, 

laboratory and corridor 
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2. Disabled-friendly washrooms 

Reserve all gender rest rooms/toilets are available for people with 

disabilities. They are clearly identifiable and accessible. The toilets are 

equipped with flushing arrangement, handle, sleep resistant floor, and 

mirror.  

 
Reserve all gender rest rooms/toilets are available for people 

with disabilities. 
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3. Signpost for easy accessible of facilities 

Signposts are display at each corridor for easy access of facilities for 

divyagjan like window for enquiry and information for divyangjan, ramp, lift 

and disabled-friendly washrooms etc. 

 
Signposts -  Window for enquiry and information for divyangjan 

 

 
Signposts -  disabled-friendly washrooms 
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4. Provision for enquiry and information: Human assistance, scribe 

College have provides separate window at college office [GF 09 (Window 

Number 01)] for enquiry and information for divyangjan, college also 

provides human assistance and scribe for examination on request. 

 
Separate window at college office [GF 09 (Window Number 01)] for 

enquiry and information for divyangjan, 
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Human assistance for divyangjan 
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List of volunteers as a scribe for examination 

 


